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cousin of his who is a social democrat, she thinks— and is
sure Xarwitz thinks — that there are rocks ahead."
He had chosen colourless phrases, hoping that Lewi?V
interest in the subject would fail, and Lewis pressed him
you
no further for Julie's confidence.
"She said nothing of it to me," he repeated,
"Probably because she didn't want to worry
it?"
"Worry me? Was she genuinely worried?'*
Rarnsdell hesitated. "Tthinkshewas. After all, her
future is tied up in it."
"Yes, I had almost forgotten that," Lewis replied. "It
is easy to forget in this place that there is a future in which
all of us, you and I — and Julie, will become different
people, sailing off like paper boats on different streams,
Soon after we part, we shan't be within hailing distance.
and all this — my work in the tower, yours in the cottage.
these \valks together — will seem to have been a false inter-
lude. Things remembered from a dream. Unless in the
end, we come to think of them as the only reality and all
else as a dream. "
He went on to speak of Julie with anxious tenderness,
as if, Ramsdell reflected, she were a child who was soon
to be cast adrift upon the world; and so different was this
view of her from RamsdelPs own — for her clear intelli-
gence of men and her power over them seemed to him her
sufficient defence — that he thought: No one could fear for
Julie who has not already transformed her in his mind, and
he searched Lewis's face. It was, indeed, the face of one
under a spell. Its expression, while Julie was being spoken
of, was that of a deeply sensitive man entranced by a play,
by a poem, by some profound and excluding entnusiasrn,
and Ramsdell remembered how Julie had surprised him by
saying: "Isn't it perhaps cruel to make anyone very happy
in this world?" She too is changed, he said. She too is
under a spell, but she sees beyond it as he does not — or
will not. From the words "will not** and his understand-
ing that, while Julie was still four-square with the world,
knowing herself to be a creature of infinite adaptations,

